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GEORGE SCHLESINGER

THE STILLNESS OF TIME AND
PHILOSOPHICAL EQUANIMITY

(Received 29 July, 1975)

I

Being a philosopherhas been traditionallyassociatedwith the ability to resist
being both dazed by prosperityand broken by adversity.The philosopheris
supposed to remain unperturbedby his changingfortunesand face the future
with equanimity. According to the Oxford Dictionary, "Philosophical: ...
befitting or characteristicof a philosopher:wise; calm;temperate..." Now it
may well be that only a fraction of the class of philosophers, especially
among the analytic or linguistic variety, is actually endowed with these
qualities, but there are, as I shall point out at the end of my paper, well
known reasons why these should be commonly attributed to philosophers.
The purpose of this paper, however, is to examine two modernviews on the
nature of time and to show that one of them may force upon its holders a
somewhat astonishingreason to adopt a 'philosophicalattitude' to a certain
class of experiences. Since the particularattitude is quite unnatural,the fact
that it should be required seems to count heavily against that specific
doctrine concerningtime. But let me begin at the beginning.
II

There are basically two different views on the nature of temporal relations
that exist; one is due to McTaggart,the other to Russell. According to
McTaggart,temporal particularspossess, in addition to the commonly agreed
relations, some very special ones, while Russelldenies this. The opponents of
Russell regard his temporal universe as essentially impoverished while
Russellianshold that their opponents admit into their universenon-existent
properties.The fascinatingthing about this controversyis that althoughit is
by no means about some remote aspect of the world - on the contrary, it
concerns a most immediate and constantly encountered feature of the
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empirical universe - it is nevertheless not within the scope of ordinary
observation or of scientific experimentation to decide which is the correct
view. Only through philosophical analysis seems there to be any hope of
making some progress toward the resolution of this very fundamental
controversyaffecting one of the most ubiquitous aspects of the universewe
live in. A preliminaryrequirement,of course, is to understandexactly the
two views, both of which have been subjectto seriousmisinterpretation.
The controversy concerning temporal relations expresses itself also, of
course, in a controversy about what kind of temporal statements exist.
According to McTaggartl there are two fundamentallydifferent kinds of
temporal statements:A-statements and B-statements.The latter are the more
familiar kind of statements, for B-statements,like all statements in general,
have permanent truth values. "El is before E2" is a typical B-statement,
which if true at any time is true at all times, and if false at any time is false at
all times. A-statements, on the other hand, are statements whose truth-value
is subject to change. "El is in the future" is an example of an A-statement
since it is true if assertedat any time which is earlierthan the occurence of
El but false if assertedat any other time.
It is essential for McTaggartthat there be A-statements, for in their
absence there is no possibility for change,and time would not be real if it did
not permit change.But changeoccurs only when a fact which at one time has
obtained ceases to obtain at another, or to put it differently, when a given
statement which was true at one time becomes false at another or vice versa.
Russell tried to argue that A-statementsmay be dispensedwith since changes
may be expressedwith the aid of B-statementsalone, as for example in the
case of a poker which is hot at t1 but cold at t2 and thus undergoesa change
which manifestsitself in the fact that "The poker is hot at t 1" is true while
"The poker is hot at t2" is false. To this McTaggartobjected that no genuine
change in the propertiesof the poker has been expressedwith the aid of these
sentences since the first statement is true and never ceases to be true while
the second statement is eternally false. In other words, it has been and will
always be a fact that at t1 the poker is hot, and similarlyit is an unchanging
fact that at t2 the poker is not hot. Only the truth-valueof the A-statement
"The poker is hot now" really undergoesa change, for the statement is true
when assertedat t1 but the self-samestatementis false when assertedat t2.
According to McTaggart, A-statements are statements which refer
exclusively to temporal properties of events or moments and in no other
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domain do we encounter any such peculiar statements. For example, "O is
here" does not have the feature characteristicof A-statementsthat it changes
its truth-value.At first look this may not be clear since it may seem that it is
true when asserted at the same place where 0 is, but false when asserted
elsewhere. This, however, is not really so. I am fairly certainthat McTaggart
would' accept the analysis accordingto which "O is here," when assertedat
two different places, amountsto two different assertions.The correctanalysis
of "O is here" is "O is at the place where I am", so when I am at Pi the
proposition in effect assertsthat 0 is at p1 but when I am at p2 then through
the same words I assert that 0 is at p2. Thus if 0 is in fact at p1 and so am I
and I utter "O is here", then I make a true assertionand one which remains
always true. When at p2 I againutter "O is here", I make a false assertionbut
one which is different from the assertionmade at p1, for now I am asserting
in effect that 0 is at p2 and this is false and was false in the first place.
According to Russell2 there are no A-statements. All statements have
permanent truth-values. To a sentence like "E1 is in the future" Russell
applies basically the same kind of analysis as everybody does to a sentence
like "O is here", namely, that when uttered at different times it expresses a
different proposition. One variation of this kind of analysis is due to
Reichenbach3 and is also embraced by several other philosophers, among
them J. J. C. Smart.4 Accordingto this view "E1 is in the future"is reduced
to the B-statement "E1 is after the event of the utterance of this token",
where 'this token' refers to the sentence-token just being uttered.
Consequently,when this sentence is uttered on two differentoccasions, once
before E1 and the second time after El, the first time the proposition
asserted is true and is unalterably so. The second time the proposition
asserted is a different one, since, unlike the first proposition which claimed
that El is later than the first token, it claimsthat E1 is later than the second
token. The second propositionis now, and has always been, false.

III
It is instructive to consider briefly Gale's attempt to give an accuratedefinition of an A-statement. On p. 49 of his Languageof Time (N.Y., 1968) he
says:
Any statement which is not necessarily true (false) is an A-statement if, and only if, it is
made through the use of a sentence for which it is possible that it is now used to make a
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true (false) statement and some past or future use of it makes a false (true) statement
even if both statementsreferto the samethings' and the sameplace.

Disregarding some of the details of this definition, we note its most
outstanding feature, which is that according to Gale an A-statement is one
which is expressed by a sentence that may on different occasions express
statements with different truth-values. According to him it is only the
sentence-type which remains the same from one occasion to the other; the
statements which are made are different. Thus, even accordingto McTaggart
it is not the case that the self-samestatement may have differenttruth-values
on differentoccasions.
It should be obvious, however, that Gale is mistaken.It may, for instance,
be debated whether Russelliansare right when they say that "E1 is in the
future" means no more and no less than the B-statement"E1 is later than the
event of the utterance of this token", but everyone agrees that the latter
statement is a B-statement. However,if Gale's definition was correct, "E1 is
later than the event of the utterance of this token" expressesA-statements,
since it is a sentence which when used on different occasions may express
statements with different truth values. Further, if Gale was right, why did
McTaggartthink that once we have A-statements we have secured genuine
change? After all, the true statement which we make through "E1 is in the
future" uttered before E1 remains unalterablytrue and the false statement
which is expressed by "E1 is in the future" uttered after E1 is a different
statement. Lastly, McTaggart'sown writing leaves no doubt concerningthis
matter since he explicitly says that the essence of changeis embodiedby the
fact that the self-samepropositionchangesfrom true to false or vice versa.He
says:
It follows from what we have said that there can be no changeunlesssome propositions
are sometimestrue and sometimesfalse. Thisis the caseof propositionswhich deal with
the place of anythingin the A-series- "the battle of Waterloois in the past", "it is now
raining".But it is not the case with any otherproposition.

The interestingthing is that this passage,which Gale ignores, is reprintedin
his own ThePhilosophy of Time (GardenCity, 1967) p. 93.
Thus, contrary to Gale, A-statements are statements which themselves
undergo changesin truth-value.In view of this, it also becomes evident that
the last phrasein Gale's definition is superfluous.As he himself explains,6 he
has added the phrase "even if both statements refer to the same things and
the same places" to exclude first of all a statement like "I am RichardGale".
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Without a special proviso this statement satisfies his definition of an
A-statement, since it is logically possible that two non-simultaneoususes of
the sentence expressing it make statements differing in truth-value. This
would happen - as he points out - if one of these statements was made by
him and the other by someone else. Anotherexample of a kind of statement
which he needs to exclude is "O is here". But of course on the correct
understanding of the nature of A-statements we need make no special
provisions to exclude these sentences. The statement expressed by "I am
Richard Gale" does not qualify as an A-statement anyhow since when the
sentence is uttered by two different people it makes different statements.
Similarly, as we have already said, "O is here" when uttered at different
places makes different statements. It is only a sentence like "E1 is in the
future" which is such that no matter when uttered, it expresses the same
statement, a statement which may on one occasion be true and on another
false.
IV

Many people feel intuitively dissatisfied with the Russellian analysis of
temporal statements. By eliminatingA-statements, they feel, Russell is left
with an essentiallyimpoverishednotion of time. However,it seems extremely
difficult to give a correct expression to one's dissatisfaction.Gale makes
severalvaliant attempts to do so but does not seem to succeed very well. He
considers, among others, that particularRussellian suggestion according to
which the correct analysis of "S is now V" is the statement "Ss being ? is
simultaneous with theta" (is is a tenseless cupola), where 'theta' is a
metalinguisticproper name for the occurenceof the tensed sentence token in
the analysandum.Gale claimsthat this analysismust be wrong since:
The B-statementsin the analysansof these two analysesdo not entail the A-statements
in the analysandum;that Ss being b is simultaneouswith theta (the occurence of a
token 'S is now') does not entail that S is now (. These B-statementsdescribe a
B-relationbetween Ss being ? and a certaintoken event without entailingthat eitherof
these events is now present(past, future).That they do not convey or entailinformation
about the A-determinationof an event can be seen by the fact that wheneversomeone
uses the sentence "S's being ( is simultaneouswith theta (the occurenceof a token of 'S
is now C)", he has not forestalledthe questionwhetherS's being ( (or the occurenceof
theta) is now present(past, future).7

Till now we have been speaking of A-statements, but in the passagejust
quoted we find the term 'A-determination'.A-determinationstands for that
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peculiar property which may be predicatedof events and which may change
with respect to events. For example, at t1 John may like a given event, and at
t2 he may cease liking that event, yet it would be wrong to think that the
event in question has undergone a change with respect to the property of
being liked by John between the times t1 and t2. For, strictly speaking,it is
the property of being liked by John at t1 which the event has and never
ceases to have, whereasthe property of being liked by John at t2 the event
lacks permanently.On the other hand, a propertylike "beingin the future"is
a property in itself, and, accordingto McTaggart,one with respect to which
an event may undergochanges.
What Gale seems to have overlooked is that the whole point of the
Russellian analysis has been to show that there is no such thing as
A-determination and that all temporal properties are, strictly speaking,
permanent properties. Hence there is no room for complaining that the
analysansput forwardby Russelliansconveys or entails no informationabout
the A-determinationof Ss being D,for that event, just like any other event,
has no A-determination. Events can have only such unchangingrelations as
being before, after or simultaneous with other fixed events or moments.
There just do not exist such extra and variable properties as being before,
after or simultaneouswith the 'present'. Accordingto Russell, when we say
of an event that it is occuring now, we merely assign to it the property of
being simultaneous with some other fixed event, for saying that an event is
occuring now is no more than an abbreviatedway of sayingthat the event in
question is simultaneous with a given token. On the Russellianview, "S is
now D"is no more or less than "S's being ? is simultaneouswith theta" and
therefore the latter sentence fully expresses all that the first sentence
expresses. Only on McTaggart'sview does it make sense to aks, after it has
been said that S's being (Dis simultaneouswith theta, "But does S's being 1
occur in the present?", and this is in effect to ask whether Ss being b is
simultaneous with the shifting present. On the Russellian view there is no
such thing as the 'shiftingpresent'and after we have affirmedthat S's being ?
has the permanent property of being simultaneous with theta, there is no
room to inquire further about the variable properties of the same event.
There arejust no such properties.
In another attempt to show the inadequacyof the RusselliananalysisGale
says:
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... that X is now present, unlike the statementthat X is simultaneouswith this token
does not entail that there is a token and moreoverone which is simultaneouswith X.
The statementthat X is now presentseems to have differenttruth conditionsfromthe
statementX is simultaneouswith this token;for that a token occur simultaneouslywith
X is a truthconditionof the latterbut not of the formerstatement.The statementthat X
is present although no token occurs, unlike the statementthat X is simultaneouswith
this token althoughno token occursdoes not appearto be a contradiction.8

Once more what Gale says is true only for McTaggart.Accordingto him an
event just is or not in the present,irrespectiveof any token being uttered. But
not so on the Russellian view. On this view being present is a diadic
relationshipbetween an event and a token referringto it, and when there is
no such token there is nothing with respect to which the event in question
may have this relation. On the Russellianview, time is essentially similarto
space. Just as it would be wrong to insist that "O is here" may be true
whether I am or am not at the same place as 0 so it cannot be said that "X is
present"may be true when X is not simultaneouswith any utterance.
Another objection to Russell I have heard from Asa Kasher.When two
different people say at the same time that X is now, commonsensetells us
that they are makingthe same assertion.Accordingto Russell,however,each
one is claiming that X is simultaneouswith his utterance,thus relatingX to a
different event and thereby making a different assertion. Once more,
however, it is useful to compare the temporal and spatial situations. When
two different people at the same place say that 0 is here they may be viewed
as expressing the same statement since both of them claim that 0 is at the
same place as they are, that is, they assertthe co-spatialityof 0 and the same
point in space. Similarly "X is present" can be taken to mean "X is
simultaneouswith the time at which the utteranceof this token is occuring",
in which case both are assertingthe co-temporalityof X and the samepoint
in time.
v

The strongest motives for preferringMcTaggart'sview.to Russell's,however,
are due to the deeply entrenchedimpressionsharedby all of the transiencyof
time and the generallyheld belief that time is moving. Accordingto Russell,
there is no room for any transiency,as all temporalrelationsbetween events
themselves and events and moments are permanent and no temporal
particular changes its fixed position in the temporal series of moments.
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Accordingto McTaggart,however, it is possible to look upon the 'now' as a
particular which shifts its position relative to the series of events in the
direction of the future. This movement is manifested by the fact that at one
stage it is a fact that E1 is in the future which means that E1 is a point in
time which is later than the time at which the 'now' is situated. Yet at
another stage this ceases to be a fact and the 'now' reachesthe sameposition
in time at which E1 situated and the two are simultaneous;then, of course, it
becomes true that E1 is in the present.
Now while nobody denies that a deeply felt impressionthat time indeed
flows relative to the present is a part of our mental makeup, many
philosophershave already cited very strongreasonswhy this impressionmust
be mistaken. After all, if there really was a relative movement between the
'now' and the series of moments, it would make sense to ask how fast this
movement took place. A moment's reflection, however, revealsthat it is not
because we lack this or that informationthat we cannot provide an answerto
this question, but becauseit is in principleimpossibleto measurethe speed of
this movement. Such movementmust thereforebe deemed nonexistent.
A second and even stronger argument consists in pointing out that a
movement always essentially involves two seriesso that points in one may be
correlatedto points in the other. For example, when a car is moving along the
road this is embodied in the fact that one position of the car in the seriesof
spatial points correspondsto a given point in the series of moments while a
second position of the car in the same series of spatialpoints correspondsto
another point in the series of temporal positions. But how could the
movement of the 'now' along the seriesof momentsbe realized? Whatother
series is there in which two different points correspondto any two positions
the 'now' occupies along the time series?
Another famous objection is due to Broad.9 When a car reaches a given
point in space, that is one event, and when it reaches another point, that is
another event. It is events of this kind which form the elements of moments
that constitute our time series. Whenthe 'now' reaches a given point in this
series of moments that must also be some kind of an event, but one which
surely cannot be a member of the very set which constitutes that moment.
Thus, unless we are prepared to introduce an additional, meta-series of
moments made up of these events, we must deny the reality of these events
and resign ourselvesto the fact that the 'now' hitting moments in time is not
somethingthat really occurs.
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But in spite of the formidableobstaclesto givinga coherent account of the
transient aspect of time, we remainstronglyreluctantto accept the idea that
"X is now" is no more than an abbreviationfor "X is simultaneouswith this
token". Such analysisimpoverishestime greatly since it rendersall moments
equal; for every single moment is equally simultaneouswith all the tokens
that are uttered at that moment. But all moments in time are by no means
equal; there is alwaysa privilegedmoment. Supposet1 is simultaneouswith a
certainset of utterancesand all that distinguishest, from any other time t2 is
that the latter is simultaneouswith a different set of events. Thereis a most
significantfeature which sets t, apartfrom any other time. All the utterances
made at ti as well as all other events occuring then are in the predominant
position of having the capacity of being directly presented to that part of
one's awarenessthat is being lived. Along a humanconsciousness,which may
stretch out over severaldecades, each point is not like every other point. In
fact there is one particularpoint which is real and alive while every other
point exists only in one's memory or in one's anticipation. All events which
are simultaneous with that point in one's consciousness which is being
experiencedare privilegedevents in that they are occuringnow.
This move, however, does not succeed. The Russellian will ask which
particularmoment is privilegedin the sense just describedat any giventime,
and the only possible answerto this is that at time tI, time t1 is so privileged.
But then he too is ready to admit the trivialtruismthat, at time tp, time ti is
privileged,as is every point of time at its own occurence. By voicing this truth
we are actually claimingthat ultimately all points in time are similarto one
another.
VI
We have describedseveralreasons why it is impossible to give an account of
the movement of time in terms in which movement is normallyunderstood.
Yet it is conceivablethat we should be forced to acknowledgethat moments
and events have certain features which are essentially features of particulars
that partakein motion. In that case we should have to side with McTaggart
and concede that time must be moving even though the movement in
question must be a very peculiar one, very unsimilarto movementin general
or one which we cannot even hope ever completely to understand.So what
we have to ask ourselves is whether this deeply entrenched impression
concerningtime's motion is soundly based on some undisputedphenomenon.
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If the answer is yes, then, while the difficulties attending the notion of
movement as applied to time do not disappear, the existence of this
movement must be acknowledged.The difficultiesin question would present
a problem we may either hope to solve one day or which we may have to
learnto live with.
Let us look at an attempt to point out such a phenomenon. An event
which is in the future does become an event in the present. Surely this
undeniably true proposition is indicative of the movement of the series of
moments. The reason why an event ahead of us becomes an event to be
experienced is because the distance between the event and us disappearsdue
to its movement toward us eventually making contact with us. One may
perhaps want to say on Russell's behalf that while it is true that an event
which is in the future does become an event in the presentit does not imply
any movement. The statement could be analysed in Russellianterms in this
way: An event which is later than this token is simultaneouswith a token
which occurs later than this token. But this does not seem to be correct.
After all, it is false that an event which is in the past does become an event in
the present. Yet if the previous was a correct translationof the proposition
concerningthe event in the future then the translationinto Russellianterms
of the proposition concerningthe past event is: An event which is before this
token is simultaneous with a token which occurs before this token. This
howeveris true.
Upon further reflection, however, it should become clear that the
proposition in question is not really indicative of the movement of time. In
attempting to render it in Russellianterms, we overlooked the fact that the
term 'becomes' has to be translatedtoo and that it means "is at a later time".
Consequently, the first proposition turns out to have been translated
acceptably, but the second propositiontranslateseither into "An event which
is earlier than this token is at a later time simultaneouswith a token which
occurs at an earlier time" or "An event which is earlier than this token is
simultaneouswith a token which occurs at a later time than this token". Both
propositionsare of course false.'0
VII
And yet there seem to exist some inescapablefacts which may be construed
as evidence, not entirely conclusive perhaps,but strongly indicativethat the
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temporal universe does have the richnessattributed to it by McTaggartand
that the more austere Russellian view concerning what temporal relations
exist is inadequate. This evidence basically consists in our very different
attitudes toward the future and the past. The existence of these differencesis
universallyacknowledgedand they are shared by Russelliansno less than by
others; nobody denounces these differencesin attitudes as irrational;nobody
advocatesthat our attitudes are to be reformedin the light of a clear-headed
analysis of temporal relations. But there is a strong case for claiming that
these differences are justified only if time also has a transient aspect and
moments do partake in a movement the direction of which is specifically
from the future toward the past. On the Russellianview, which does not
permit any changes and according to which all temporal relations are
permanentlyfixed, it is very hardto justify such differencesin attitude.
Consider the difference in attitude we have toward a very unpleasant
experience like a painful operation which we know has been performedon
our body in the past and the attitude toward the same kind of event which
we know is going to occur to us at some given time in the future. In the first
case thinking about the harrowingexperience is accompaniedby a feeling of
relief; in the second case contemplatingthe experiencein question arousesin
us a feeling of anxiety and dread. Now why the relief in the first case?
Obviously because the highly disagreeableexperience is 'over', that is, it is
receding from us and we are escapingfrom it ratherthan still experiencingit
or moving toward it. On the other hand, the feeling of dread in the second
case is explained by the fact that the agonizing experience is seen to be
approachingus and is known to be about to overtakeus.
On the Russellianview, however, there is no room for such talk since no
events are receding from us and none are approachingus; distances between
all temporal particularsremain fixed permanently.Considerfor instance our
state of mind at t2 which lies between the two times t1 and t3 at both of
which a painful event occurs. Neither of these events is being experiencedat
t2,so why are we at that time so concerned about the event at t3 in the
future? The explanation is that it is thought of as threateningus because it is
going to be experienced by us. But this feeling of being threatenedseems to
make sense only if "going to be experienced" is understood not merely as
claimed in the last section - "it is experienced at a time which is later than
but if it is taken to have the strongerconnotation "it is shifting its
t2"position towardus". But it is only accordingto McTaggartthat it is legitimate
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to think of events as engagedin the process of moving toward or away from
the present. As we have already said, accordingto Russell time is essentially
like space in which all relations are fixed. If it is given that I have a painful
experience at a spot which is one mile to my left and also one at a spot which
is one mile to my right, from this we cannot derive that there must be a
difference in my attitude toward these two experiences.The spatialrelations
of these two relations are symmetrical with respect to my position and
knowing them alone does not warrantthat I should be concerned more by
the one than by the other. Similarly,when an unpleasantexperienceoccurs at
a given temporal distance from the time at which this token occurs, why
should it matterin which directionthis experiencelies?
Another question which we may raise is that of why our attitude toward
the event of our birth should be different from that towardthe event of our
death. Both events representa dividingpoint between a period of existence
and non-existence;why does it so cruciallymatter that in one case the period
of non-existence lies before the point of division and in the other it lies
after? Russelliansmight perhapswant to reply that the difference is due to
the fact that in the first instance one begins to exist; in the other, one ceases
to exist. But to them the time at which one begins to exist means no more
than the time later than which one does exist, earlierthan which one does
not. And the time at which one ceases to exist is the time later than which
one does not exist, earlierthan which one does. The questionthen once more
returns:why is it so crucially important on which side of the division point
the periods of existence and of non-existence lie? On McTaggart'sview, of
course, matters seem to be self-explanatory.To begin to exist meansto move
away from a state of non-existenceinto a state of existence, and, given that it
is desirable to exist, births are occasions for joy. To cease to exist, on the
other hand, is to move away from a state of existence into a state of
non-existence,which is somethingto bemoan.
An entirely similar point emerges from the difference between our
attitudes toward pleasantevents which are known to have occuredin the past
and those which are expected in the future. Pleasantexperiences of the past
are recalled with nostalgia, and we regret their passing, that is, we are sorry
that they are getting further away from the 'now' which is the point in time
at which events are real to our experience. On the other hand, pleasant
experiences of the future are being looked forward to with joy since they
approachingthe 'now' and are about to overtakeus.
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Philosophers like Donald Williams"l and J. J. C. Smart'2 have argued
eloquently that it is completely wrong-headedto speak of the 'riverof time'
or of time as 'flowing', 'marchingon' and the like, for moments and events do
not partake in any movement. The relative positions of all temporal
particularswith respect to one another are fixed forever. Yet nobody has
deplored our attitudes to different sorts of events of the future and the past.
Nobody has advocated that our states of mind ought to be the same when
contemplatingour death as when contemplatingour birth, or that we should
be no more pleased by the pleasant events the future holds for us than by
those which occured in the past, or that we should not dreadthe misfortunes
of the future more than those of the past.
VIII
Perhapsit may seem to some Russelliansthat their greaterconcern with the
future than the past could be justified simply by the fact, not denied by
anyone, that causes precede their effects. Russelliansagreethat at t2 we may
affect events occurring later at t3, but not events occurring earlier at t1.
Hence fear at t2 of the disastersof t3 fulfills the useful function of spurring
us into action at t2, action which may preventthose disasters.Also the thrill
with which we anticipate at t2 the happy events of t3 plays the role of
inducing us to help these events to come about. Concern at t2 with the
happeningsof tl has no such usefulness.
This defense will surely not do since we dreadno less the calamitiesof the
future that are absolutely unpreventableand look forwardno less jubilantly
to great pleasuresthat are sure to materializewithout our help. And it seems
that we do not find our attitudes irrational.
The only way out of this difficulty that seems to remainis to deny what
has been said in the last Section and to insist that since time is no more
flowing in one direction than in another, a true philosopherought indeed to
face the future with no less equanimity than the past.13 The enlightened
thinker will view events ahead with the same detachment as the ordinary
personviews past events which have no furtherrepercussions.
This strikes me as a most unlikely solution. It should do no good to quote
the traditionalnotion of the philosopheras being calm and unperturbedat all
times; to cite the example of Socrates who was entirely unafraid even of
death; to refer to the fortitude of the Stoics and so on. The specialattitude
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that has been typical of some philosophersand which we feel is justified and
even admirableis based on something entirely different. These sages had a
different perception of what is of real and lastingvalue (e.g., life after death,
the possessionof virtue, and so on), and, being single-mindedlyengagedin the
pursuance of their higher goals, they became immune to the mundane and
transientpleasuresand painsthat do excite others.
A simple test which distinguishesbetween such traditionalattitudes and
the one which would be implied by the Russellianinterpretationof time is
this: Socrates, the Stoics and other such thinkerswere supposedlycomposed
and calm with respect to the present too, while the Russellianview of time
has no implicationswhateverconcerningthe requiredattitude towardwhat is
going on now. We know that it is by no means contraryto humannatureto
view more or less with indifference one's past and future, as well as present,
fate. All of us have encounteredpeople who have to some degree emulated
the ways of these luminaries of the past and remained - because being
absorbed in the world of the intellect, the spirit, the soul or morality relatively unperturbedby what had happened,was going to happen, and was
happening to them. The Russellian doctrine of time, on the other hand,
permits one to be completely ecstatic about pleasures of all kinds one is
experiencing now and also to bewail bitterly one's present perplexities. It is
only about the events of the future that one must not feel any differently
than about those of the past. I do not believe that many of us have met
people exhibiting such strange attitudes. Nor do I believe that, should the
Russellianidea of the stillness of time gain wider acceptance, such peculiar
partial philosophical equanimity is going to be manifested by many more
people.
The last sentence of the last Section should therefore read "Nobody, or
hardly anybody, who has been concerned considerably with his present
well-beingand comforts, has advocated that our states of mind ought to be
the same when contemplating our death as when contemplating our birth,
etc." The sentiments required by the Russellian doctrine of time seem
contraryto humannature.'4
Universityof North Carolinaat ChapelHill
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NOTES
J. M. E. McTaggart,TheNatureof Existence,Volume II, Book 5, Chapter33.
Principlesof Mathematics,Section442.
Elementsof SymbolicLogic (New York, 1947), pp. 284-287.
4 Philosophyand ScientificRealism(London, 1963), p. 134.
5 'Things'is to be taken as 'materialthings'referringin particularto humanbeings.
6 TheLanguage
of Time,p. 41.
7 Ibid., p. 55.
8 Ibid., p. 207.
9 An Examinationof McTaggart's
Philosophy,Vol. II, PartI, Section 1.22.
10
Cf. Richard Taylor's Metaphysics(Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1965). In Chapter6,
'Time and Becoming', in the last section entitled 'The attempt to expurgate pure
becoming', pp. 80-83, he considers four statements which seem impossible to
reformulatein terms of B-statements(he himselfdoes not use this terminology).One of
these is "Y is recedingeven furtherinto the past."Amongother things,he says:
2

We cannot just say that Y is earlieror anteriorto some time, for instance,
for this is true of all times whatever,includingthose which arenot receding
into the past - namely of all future times. We must identify the time to
which Y is anterior,either as being the presenttime or some time itself
anteriorto the present, and the hopelessnessof this is quite obvious. (p.
82)
But surely a Russelliancould suggesta partialtranslationof Taylor'sstatementwhich
would go somethinglike "Y is earlierthan this token and even earlierthan any token
later than this token" - which of course is true only if Y is a past moment.And what
about a full translation? Russell'sanswerto this w6uld be that the originalstatement
containsalso some incoherentelements,i.e. the notion that Y is engagedin (some sort of
activity) of recedinginto the past.Whilerecognizinghow stronglysuchnotions arefixed
in o'ur minds, he would insist that they have to be expurgated. The suggested
B-statementcapturesall that is factualin Taylor'sstatement.
'The Mythof Passage',Journalof Philosophy,1951.
12
'The River of Time', Essays in ConceptualAnalysis, Ed. A. Flew (London, 1963),
pp. 213-227.
13
Professor Smart has suggested - tentatively - this as a possibility in a recent
conversation.
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